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Abstract

This thesis examines the hydrodynamic performance of a tail-ﬁn abstraction of Anomalocaris canadensis, a large arthropod from the Cambrian period believed to have been
an apex predator. Through direct force measurements and stereoscopic particle image velocimetry, it was found that a ﬂat plate with a multi-vane geometry inspired
by preservations of Anomalocaris exhibited a region of enhanced steady-state lift and
drag at angles of attack greater than 25◦ when compared to an equivalent delta-wing
plate. These shapes showed little diﬀerence during acceleration from rest; however,
at an angle of attack of 30◦ , the lift and drag measured on the multi-vane model
were 15.3% and 17.0% higher than the delta-wing model, respectively. It was found
that the secondary and tertiary vanes of the tail-ﬁn abstraction encourage the formation of additional leading-edge vortices, similar to those frequently seen on natural
propulsors. The formation of these additional leading-edge vortices is conﬁrmed by
the increase in streamwise circulation measured using particle image velocimetry near
the additional leading edges along the length of the chord. The results of the current
study suggest that the enhanced resultant normal force on the tail ﬁn of Anomalocaris
made it well-suited for manoeuvres, giving it the ability to turn quickly and through
small radii of curvature.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The interdisciplinary ﬁeld of biomimetics involves the direct application of ideas, materials, and processes found in nature to solve modern problems. An overview of the
ﬁeld of biomimicry is given by Bhushan (2009) who discusses some biological features
currently being examined for design potential. Some examples include the hydrophobicity of plant leaves and the hook-like adhesion insects use to scale structures. One
area in particular where the function of animals is being used to inspire design is in
robotic ﬁsh and underwater vehicles due to the often superior function of biological
swimmers in manoeuvrability and control (Moored et al. 2011; Russo et al. 2015;
Chowdhury et al. 2016).
Since the beginning of life on earth, evolution has allowed for aquatic animals to
develop highly specialized methods of locomotion. Swimming function lends itself well
then to biomimicry and attempts at extracting information from how ﬁsh are able to
propel themselves. Rather than direct mimicry of natural systems, bioinspiration uses
ideas from nature to inspire design. Despite their eventual extinction, consideration
of the form and function of early species may be a valuable extension of this concept
in developing new solutions to current problems. The Cambrian explosion, dated
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approximately 540 million years ago, marked some of the ﬁrst fossil record of numerous
physical and physiological features that are found in living organisms today and
gave rise to the diversity of swimming functionality. The cause or trigger of the
Cambrian explosion is largely unknown. Initially, the rapid diversiﬁcation dated to
the Cambrian period was questioned among scientists due to a lack of Precambrian
fossils as described by Darwin (1859) in his seminal work, On the Origin of Species
(Erwin et al. 2011). The subsequent ﬁndings of earlier Ediacaran remains described by
Narbonne and Gehling (2003) and Briggs (2015) have now provided a more complete
picture of early life on earth.

1.1

Anomalocaris canadensis and the Burgess Shale

Anomalocaris canadensis, the main focus of the current thesis, was a large arthropod
that has been dated to the middle Cambrian period. The history of the identiﬁcation
of Anomalocaris is extensive; the ﬁrst complete description was provided by Whittington and Briggs (1985) long after Charles Walcott completed component excavations
in the Burgess Shale of British Columbia in the beginning of the twentieth century.
There have been many re-interpretations of Anomalocaris as described by Collins
(1996). Modern reconstructions have been developed after it was initially identiﬁed
as three separate animals: the mouth, frontal appendages, and the body. Due to its
formidable size—believed to be up to a metre in length—and evidence of advanced
compound eyes, it is largely believed to have been an apex predator although there
remains some debate regarding the eﬀectiveness of the oral cone in capturing and
breaking down prey possessing hard exteriors (Daley et al. 2013).
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a)

b)
Figure 1.1: (a) Ventral reconstruction completed by Daley and Edgecombe (2014)
showing the general shape of Anomalocaris canadensis and its lateral
lobes, frontal appendages, and tail ﬁn. (b) Ventral view of Anomalocaris
canadensis: RQ 10.4 m, ROM 51211, taken from Daley and Edgecombe
(2014).
One challenge associated with working from two-dimensional preservations of softbodied animals is that any visualisation is limited by the reconstruction techniques
used and the details preserved and thus, diﬀerent representations tend to vary signiﬁcantly. One such reconstruction is shown in Figure 1.1(a) completed by Daley
and Edgecombe (2014) showing the primary physical components: the large lateral
ﬂaps believed to have been used for undulatory locomotion, two shrimp-like frontal
appendages for capturing prey, and the fan-like tail consisting of three pairs of vanes
as seen on the right side of the ﬁgure. An equivalent full-body preservation is shown
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Figure 1.2: An alternative representation of Anomalocaris canadensis where the tail
ﬁn is raised signiﬁcantly from the main plane of the body, in contrast
with the reconstruction shown previously. Taken from Collins (1996).
in Figure 1.1(b). An alternative reconstruction completed by Collins (1996) is shown
in Figure 1.2. Signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the geometry of the tail ﬁn can be observed
between the two representations; there is some variability in the angle between the
vanes and the horizontal plane. For the purposes of the current study, the tail ﬁn is
considered planar and more comparable to the reconstruction shown in Figure 1.1(a),
although consideration of the possible eﬀects of dihedral may be important to fully
characterize the swimming function of Anomalocaris. The inherent ﬂexibility of softbodied animals presents an additional challenge in accurately modelling the geometry.
It is believed that the common body orientation had the eyes on the top surface and
mouth on the bottom surface, indicating that Figure 1.1(a) is a view from above.
Swimming eﬃciency and ability to accelerate deduced from hydrodynamic analysis
of middle Cambrian swimmers may provide information about predatory habits and
how swimming mechanisms have evolved over time. While the unique tail ﬁn of
Anomalocaris canadensis has been selected as the primary focus of the current work,
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there are several distinct genera within the Anomalocaridid family found preserved
in diﬀerent locations around the world, some of which have little to no tail ﬁn as
described by Daley (2013). The hydrodynamic performance of Anomalocaris has not
been previously examined to any extent other than a crude computational analysis
completed by Usami (2006). In this study, a moving particle semi-implicit method
was used to infer the evolutionary development of the primary lateral lobes to the
width and length seen in preservations. It should be noted that the results of this
previous study regarding the undulatory motion of the lobes are of limited signiﬁcance
to the current work relating speciﬁcally to the tail ﬁn.

1.2

Objectives

The objective of the current study is to observe and analyse the hydrodynamic performance of a tail-ﬁn abstraction of Anomalocaris canadensis in order to better estimate
the modes of locomotion and its swimming ability, as well as even inform possible
implications to evolution and design. Typically in biomimetics, a feature with proven
success in a speciﬁc function is used to improve a design. In the case of the current
thesis, a unique feature somewhat unlike those seen in extant species is being examined to elucidate what its true function and performance may have been. While
some key facts regarding the swimming function and morphology of Anomalocaris
remain unknown, the current study aims to make broad observations regarding the
interaction between physical geometries inspired by Anomalocaris and the resulting
ﬂow physics. Despite the eventual extinction of Anomalocaris canadensis, the belief
that it was a ﬁerce predator indicates that it was likely a skilled and manoeuvrable
swimmer. Information obtained about the function of the shape may be applied
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to engineering design for underwater vehicles and the state of the art in design for
manoeuvrability and control systems. The selection of Anomalocaris for hydrodynamic analysis is primarily attributed to the unique tail-ﬁn shape unlike those seen
in modern swimmers.

1.3

Outline of thesis

Chapter 2 of this thesis will outline the biological swimming features of Anomalocaris
and other underwater animals and make a comparison to modern aerodynamic and
hydrodynamic theory by modelling the tail ﬁn as a non-slender delta wing. Unsteady
lift-generation mechanisms and the manoeuvres being considered will then be discussed. Chapter 3 will describe the design and construction of a physical abstraction
of the tail ﬁn as well as the experimental methods used for hydrodynamic analysis and
subsequent presentation of results. Chapter 4 will present the results of direct force
measurements and stereoscopic particle image velocimetry and identify key observations about the performance of the shape. What can be said about the swimming
ability of Anomalocaris, as well as possible implications of the results to evolution
and design will be discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes with a summary of
the ﬁndings and recommendations for future work.
Appendix A includes additional force plots not contained in the main body of the
thesis and Appendix B presents a discussion on the uncertainty of force and particle
image velocimetry measurements. Appendix C includes a selection of MATLAB code
essential to the post-processing of force and stereoscopic particle image velocimetry
measurements presented in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2
Background

Prior to developing a basis for comparison between the tail ﬁn of Anomalocaris
canadensis and an aerodynamic abstraction, Chapter 2 provides biological context on
the function of swimming and describes the relationship between locomotion modes
and body shape. A discussion on key aerodynamic principles important to manoeuvres and thrust generation is then presented. Finally, the chapter provides some
engineering background for the current problem by approximating the tail ﬁn of
Anomalocaris as a non-slender delta wing with slots implemented to mimic the gaps
between vanes.

2.1

Biological modes of swimming propulsion

While Anomalocaris canadensis is not a ﬁsh by classiﬁcation, drawing comparisons
between fast and eﬃcient swimming modes typically employed by ﬁsh may provide
insight into the most likely functions of the unique tail ﬁn. Swimming function can
fundamentally be explained as the transfer of momentum to the water and generation
of thrust to overcome resistive inertial forces (Lauder 2015). Three integral functions
of swimming: acceleration, cruising, and manoeuvrability, the interplay between these
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Figure 2.1: Schematic summarizing swimming mode categorization, (a) shows body
and caudal ﬁn propulsion, the focus of the current study, and (b) shows
median and paired ﬁn propulsion modes. Shaded regions identify the
primary source of motion for each mode. Taken from Sfakiotakis et al.
(1999).
categories, and the eﬀect on mode of life for diﬀerent ﬁsh species are discussed by
Webb (1984). Often, a ﬁsh is not specialized in a single function and is instead
adapted to perform all functions to an acceptable degree. Fish locomotion modes
have been reviewed in signiﬁcant detail by Lighthill (1969) and Blake (2004) among
others and are generally applicable to periodic steady motion. There are two general
classiﬁcations of swimming modes: those involving the body and tail, also referred to
as the caudal ﬁn (BCF), and those involving median and paired ﬁns (MPF). Figure
2.1 from Sfakiotakis et al. (1999) identiﬁes a number of diﬀerent swimming modes
in each of the previously mentioned categories, highlighting the ﬁns used primarily
for propulsion in each mode. Body and caudal ﬁn modes are more commonly used
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of BCF propulsion for (a) anguilliform, (b) subcarangiform,
(c) carangiform, and (d) thunniform modes. The tail ﬁn experiences a
larger lateral displacement moving towards the right of the ﬁgure. Taken
from Lindsay (1978).
and are further broken down into a continuum of undulatory to oscillatory motions
moving from left to right in Figure 2.1(a). While the lateral lobes of Anomalocaris
were likely used in a mode resembling rajiform locomotion due to their general shape
and position, the current study considers possible placement of the tail ﬁn on the
spectrum of BCF locomotion.
The body and caudal ﬁn categorization is broken down into a spectrum of modes
that describe the localization of maximum lateral displacement. The anguilliform
locomotion mode involves the traversal of waves down the length of the body in a
direction opposite the motion, while carangiform and thunniform locomotion modes
largely focus lateral motion towards the tail ﬁn (Sfakiotakis et al. 1999). Figure 2.2
from Lindsay (1978) shows the body positions corresponding to the continuum of BCF
locomotion modes where (a) through (d) localizes motion towards the posterior and
reduces lateral displacement of the body. A simulation by Kern and Koumoutsakos
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(2006) concluded that for anguilliform locomotion characteristic of elongate-bodied
swimmers, the highest energetic eﬃciency was achieved by passing undulations across
the entire body. In contrast, a burst mode involving lateral motion primarily of the
tail ﬁn for the same geometrical conﬁguration yielded an increase in velocity of 42%
over the undulatory mode. This result indicates that while anguilliform locomotion
may give a higher eﬃciency in steady propulsion, modes with a localization of motion
towards the posterior can be considered more powerful and therefore beneﬁcial in
high-acceleration escape manoeuvres. Thunniform locomotion is the propulsion mode
whereby a majority of the lateral motion is focused at a stiﬀ and lunate-shaped tail
ﬁn. This swimming mode relies primarily on vortex-based lift to generate thrust and
results in a high kinetic eﬃciency due to a minimization of lateral motions and recoil
forces on the body (Ben-Zvi and Shadwick 2013). Additionally, the cross-sectional
area of the body exposed to oncoming ﬂow is minimized, resulting in a reduction in
drag.
Eloy (2013) describes an evolutionary algorithm used to determine the optimum
shape and locomotion mode of an undulatory swimmer and concluded that evolution
has selected for low-energetic costs. One key observation to make about swimming
functionality in general is that many ﬁsh are able to modify or change their swimming
mechanism entirely based on their environment and desired functionality. Sfakiotakis
et al. (1999) indicate that while BCF propulsion modes tend to be preferred for rapid
accelerations, MPF mechanisms are often employed in foraging due to an observed
beneﬁt in manoeuvrability. The importance of body shape compared to selection of
swimming mechanism is discussed by van Rees et al. (2015) who conclude that even
a highly eﬃcient swimming mode may not be ideal for all morphologies. Body and
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of turning manoeuvre for a generic ﬁsh shape. The tangential
velocity of the ﬁsh is given by vt . The resultant normal force on the tail
ﬁn (N ) is used to turn the centre of mass and therefore the tangential
velocity, with a turning radius of R. A smaller turn radius indicates
increased manoeuvrability.
caudal ﬁn mechanisms are often described as lift based while median and paired ﬁn
mechanisms employ drag-based propulsion.
While for the purposes of the current work, manoeuvrability and ability to accelerate rapidly may prove more informative regarding possible predatory habits of
Anomalocaris, the previously described swimming modes apply primarily to periodic
steady motion. Some of the challenges associated with manoeuvre modelling are discussed by Anwar et al. (2016), who identify the relationship between steady swimming
and escape manoeuvres rather than the typical escape from rest. One such escape
manoeuvre was modelled by Gazzola et al. (2012) and is termed the ‘c-start manoeuvre’ where a ﬁsh eﬀectively employs a ‘c-shape’ of the body to accelerate the ﬂuid.
In the current study, a manoeuvre is considered as a rapid change in direction of
motion as simpliﬁed in Figure 2.3 for a generic ﬁsh shape. The direction of lift, drag,
and the resultant normal force, N , changes throughout the manoeuvre. This normal
force on the tail ﬁn enables the swimmer to rotate its centre of mass with turning
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radius R. A small turning radius and therefore a large normal force indicates greater
manoeuvrability. The same concept can be applied to Anomalocaris by considering
manoeuvres in the vertical plane or by applying an additional rolling motion to the
body.
From the information presented in this section, combined with the thought that
Anomalocaris canadensis was an apex predator and therefore a powerful swimmer,
the working hypothesis is that the tail ﬁn was used as an active propulsor rather than
solely for stability. This theory indicates that the generation of lift and lateral forcing,
as in thunniform locomotion, is likely an important factor in whether Anomalocaris
can truly be considered a strong swimmer. General hydrodynamic analysis of the
tail ﬁn alone may provide information regarding the motions for which Anomalocaris
was most adept and where the tail-ﬁn geometry may indicate a compromise among
multiple functions. It is hypothesized that the primary purpose of the tail ﬁn was to
augment thrust and lateral forcing both in unsteady burst accelerations and in rapid
direction changes resulting from the steady-state normal force on the ﬁn.

2.1.1

Evolutionary convergence in swimming

The diversity of swimming functionality can be readily observed through the wide
variety of ﬁsh shapes that can be seen today, showing that diﬀerent form and function
may be ideal in a variety of situations. Conversely, evolutionary convergence is the
tendency for similar solutions to be reached through diﬀering evolutionary paths and
lineages. The convergent evolution of Lamnid sharks and tuna as an example is
discussed by Shadwick (2005), who focuses not only on the morphology but also on
internal similarities between the two families of animals. Bernal et al. (2001) provides
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Figure 2.4: Image showing commonalities between Lamnid sharks and tuna after millions of years of selection processes considering similar hydrodynamic constraints. Taken from Shadwick (2005).
a review of the convergent features where the similar tail shapes and methods of
propulsion are of interest to the current study. Figure 2.4 from Shadwick (2005)
shows the convergent morphological evolution between cartilaginous ﬁshes (sharks)
and bony ﬁshes (including tuna). The beneﬁt of leading-edge curvature as seen on
lunate-shaped tail ﬁns was conﬁrmed by Hartloper and Rival (2013), who found a
strong correlation between spanwise curvature and a favourable lift-to-drag ratio.
The concept of evolutionary convergence leads to the question of why other species,
including Anomalocaris, have not adopted similar features. One possible explanation
may be that many morphological features are selected based on an individual species’
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environment and lifestyle, rather than for overall high-performance in all swimming
functions.

2.2

Aerodynamic and hydrodynamic theory

The production of lift and the ability to overcome drag are widely important concepts
in aerodynamic theory. Lift, the force perpendicular to the free-stream velocity, is
generated on a wing cross section due to a diﬀerence in pressure developed from a
distribution of vorticity along the length of the airfoil. At some angle of attack α,
the viscous forces result in the inability of the ﬂow on the lower side of the airfoil to
turn the corner of the sharp trailing edge. In order to satisfy the Kutta condition
requiring parallel ﬂow at the trailing edge, a bound vortex is modelled at a quarterchord position (Bertin and Cummings 2014). Curvature induced on the ﬂow by the
geometry of the airfoil results in a pressure gradient and subsequent lifting force as
described by Babinsky (2003). The Kutta-Joukowski theorem states that the lifting
force can be deﬁned as:
L = −ρbU∞ Γ,

(2.1)

where ρ is the ﬂuid density, b is the span, U∞ is the free-stream velocity, and Γ is the
circulation. The circulation is deﬁned by the line integral:
I
V · ds,

Γ=

(2.2)

c

about any closed contour C where V is a vector representing the velocity of an
inﬁnitesimal ﬂuid element along the contour.
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Unsteady aerodynamics and lift generation

In the case of biological propulsion, ﬂow separation is a common occurrence, indicating
that additional unsteady mechanisms must be employed to generate thrust or lateral
forcing. A leading-edge vortex is a low-pressure region that forms near the leading
edge of an airfoil or propulsor, which has been shown to be important in many forms
of lift-based biological propulsion ranging from insects to birds to ﬁsh (Maxworthy
1981; Videler et al. 2004; Muijres et al. 2008). An experiment conducted by Pitt Ford
and Babinski (2013) describes the eﬀect of a leading-edge vortex (LEV) on an airfoil
where it was found that most of the circulation on a translating wing was contained
in the LEV rather than in the bound vorticity. This result plays an important part
in delta-wing aerodynamics to be explained further in §2.2.2 and indicates that more
lift is generated with greater circulation in the shed vortices.
The formation of a leading-edge vortex on a ﬁsh tail was examined by Borazjani
and Daghooghi (2013), who concluded that at Strouhal numbers of typical ﬁsh, a
leading-edge vortex forms, causing signiﬁcant changes in the pressure distribution.
The Strouhal number is a dimensionless parameter describing oscillating ﬂows and is
deﬁned as:
St =

fl
,
U∞

(2.3)

where f is the frequency of oscillation and l is a characteristic length scale. A study
by Taylor et al. (2003) concluded that a maximum propulsive eﬃciency is achieved
in the range of 0.2 < St < 0.4, the same range for a majority of natural swimmers
and ﬂyers. Simulations performed by Borazjani and Daghooghi (2013) found a stable
LEV for a Strouhal number of 0.25 and separated ﬂow for a Strouhal number of 0.6
for a variety of diﬀerent tail shapes with and without leading-edge sweep. Figure
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Figure 2.5: Streamline visualisation of the ﬂow ﬁeld coloured by vorticity magnitude
on a typical tail with leading-edge sweep. Demonstrating the diﬀerence
between (a), streamlines for attached leading-edge vortex at St = 0.25 and
(b), separated ﬂow at St = 0.6. Taken from Borazjani and Daghooghi
(2013).
2.5 shows streamlines on a tail ﬁn with leading-edge sweep where the attached LEV
seen in Figure 2.5(a) exists for the natural swimming range of Strouhal number. The
presence of a leading-edge vortex for common carangiform and thunniform swimmers
indicates a signiﬁcant increase in lift in this optimal range of Strouhal numbers.

2.2.2

Delta-wing aerodynamics

When viewed from above, as in Figure 1.1(a), the tail ﬁn of Anomalocaris canadensis
can be modelled most simply as a triangle—termed a delta wing in aerodynamics—connected to the main body planform. Figure 2.6 shows a full-body preservation
from Daley and Edgecombe (2014) with a triangle outline superimposed to show the
general shape of the tail ﬁn. As per Gursul (2004), delta wings are typically split
into two diﬀerent categories: slender, referring to wings with a sweep angle equal
to or greater than 65◦ —measured from a line orthogonal to the chord and located
at the apex—and non-slender, referring to wings with a sweep angle less than 65◦ .
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tail fi n

Figure 2.6: Ventral view of Anomalocaris canadensis from RQ 10.4 m, ROM 51211
modiﬁed from Daley and Edgecombe (2014) to show the triangular tail
section currently being considered, outlined in white. This shape is comparable to a non-slender delta wing planform.
The basic vortex structure of a slender delta wing consists of two primary vortices
formed by the lower shear layer on the wing rolling over the leading edge and forming
a vortex core on either side of the mid span. This lift generation mechanism is similar to those described in §2.2.1 for natural swimmers and ﬂyers. A schematic of the
general vortex structure on a delta wing is shown in Figure 2.7. These vortex cores
have a suﬃciently low pressure such that additional lift and suction forces result. A
method for estimating the lift on a slender delta wing was proposed by Polhamus
(1966), referred to as the leading-edge suction analogy, where the lift is comprised of
two components: the potential-ﬂow lift and the additional lift from the leading-edge
vortices. This method uses the leading-edge suction resulting from the potential ﬂow
as a way to model the vortex lift.
Vortex breakdown is a phenomenon that has been observed to occur on delta
wings at suﬃciently high angles of attack and results in a decrease in both the lift and
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of the general vortex formation on the suction side of a delta
wing. A leading-edge vortex is seen on either side of the mid-plane after
the lower shear layer rolls up over the leading edge to the suction side of
the wing.
the pitching moment. This phenomenon occurs when the core velocity is reduced,
causing the vortex to become unstable, as described by Katz and Plotkin (2001).
Vortex breakdown was observed by Gursul (2004) to have less of an eﬀect on lift
for non-slender wings than for slender delta wings. Non-slender wings have been
shown to exhibit a double-primary vortex structure at low angles of attack and low
Reynolds numbers (Yaniktepe and Rockwell 2004; Gordnier and Visbal 2009; Chen
et al. 2010), although the angles of attack selected for the current study tend to be
outside of this regime. Figure 2.8 from Gursul (2004) shows a ﬂow visualisation of this
dual vortex phenomenon unique to non-slender delta wings. For unsteady pitching
motion, a more complicated ﬂow ﬁeld may be observed. Gursul et al. (2005) provides
an overview of unsteady aerodynamics for non-slender wings and discusses the eﬀect
of sweep angle on vortex development and vortex breakdown with increasing angle of
attack.
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Figure 2.8: Flow visualisation of the dual-primary vortex structure associated with
low angles of attack. This phenomenon is highly Reynolds number dependent and breaks down at low angles of attack. This ﬂow visualisation
was observed for angle of attack of 5◦ and a Reynolds number of 8,700
for a delta wing with a 50◦ sweep angle. Taken from Gursul (2004).
2.2.3

Comparison to multi-stage airfoils and high-lift devices

Multi-stage airfoils are typically used to increase lift for aircraft during periods of
relatively low speed of travel at take-oﬀ and landing by means of increasing the mean
camber and surface area of the wings. This is a functional necessity for aircraft
design when runway distances must be kept to a reasonable length, particularly in
urban locales. A typical high-lift airfoil conﬁguration is shown in Figure 2.9 detailing
separation and reattachment zones (Jasper et al. 1993). The primary methods of
achieving an increase in lift are similar for both leading- and trailing-edge devices.
Smith (1975) identiﬁes ﬁve primary eﬀects of slotted airfoils that include: the slat
eﬀect, the circulation eﬀect, the dumping eﬀect, the oﬀ-surface pressure recovery
eﬀect, and the fresh boundary-layer eﬀect. Together these ﬁve eﬀects describe the
delay in separation on a multi-element wing. The geometry allows ﬂow to bleed
through the gaps between components, leading to the reattachment of the turbulent
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Figure 2.9: A schematic of a typical high-lift airfoil conﬁguration showing regions of
separation and reattachment. One important function of high-lift devices
is to promote reattachment of the boundary layer across components,
shown in the ﬁgure as joining conﬂuent boundary layers. In this conﬁguration, the leading elements are most likely to experience stall. Taken
from Jasper et al. (1993).
boundary layer due in part to a reduction in the adverse pressure gradient on the top
surface of the wing (Anderson 2011).
A summary of design for high-lift devices is presented by van Dam (2002), who
elaborates on concepts presented by Smith (1975). The slots between wing elements
result in a redistribution of the load towards the leading edge of the leading element
as a method to delay separation as described by Katz and Plotkin (2001). A study
by Nakayama et al. (1990) concluded that for the complicated ﬂow around a multielement airfoil, no separation occurs apart from bubbles on the underside of the
trailing-edge ﬂap-well and leading-edge slat. The slots between components result in
the interaction and merging of shear layers by allowing ﬂow to bleed through the slots.
Similar high-lift principles can be seen in natural ﬂyers. Many species of birds have a
small structure called an alula on the joint between the hand-wing and arm-wing as
described by Lee et al. (2015). This study found an increase in lift and delay in stall
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by the suppression of ﬂow separation by means of a streamwise vortex formed at the
alula. Similarly, slots formed by feathers spread at the wing tips of many birds were
found by KleinHeerenbrink et al. (2017) to increase aerodynamic eﬃciency through
the formation of a multi-cored tip vortex.

2.2.4

Trailing-edge modiﬁcations

Comparisons can be made between the tail ﬁn of Anomalocaris canadensis and
trailing-edge modiﬁcations and serrations if the gaps between components are considered shallow when compared to the chord length. Previous studies completed on
trailing edge modiﬁcations are primarily related to the noise-reduction capabilities
of the implementation of trailing-edge serrations. A reduction in broadband noise
was identiﬁed for an airfoil with a sawtooth trailing edge in an experimental study
completed by Chong and Vathylakis (2015). Perhaps of more direct interest to the
current study, a slender delta wing with trailing-edge ﬂaps was investigated by Traub
(2017) who found a noticeable reduction in the drag coeﬃcient and decrease in the
stall angle for a range of ﬂap angles. It was shown by Nedic and Vassilicos (2015)
that a fractal trailing edge results in a reduction in the energy of vortex shedding at
the trailing edge.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Methods

The current chapter provides a description of the physical model and experimental
testing methods. A discussion regarding the selection of the parameter space for
testing is then presented. All experiments were conducted in a towing tank at Queen’s
University with a cross-sectional area of 1m2 and a total traverse length of 15m.
The towing tank has ﬁve sides of optical access and a full cover on the ceiling to
reduce free-surface eﬀects. Accounting for the loading section and buﬀer region, the
general motion of the model consisted of an acceleration from rest, a period of steady
motion, and deceleration to rest over a total length of 11.5m. The initial dimensional
acceleration was deﬁned as:
U2
a=
2sa

-∞
-,

(3.1)

where U∞ is the towing velocity, and sa is the distance over which the initial acceleration from rest occurred. A steady towing velocity of 1m/s was selected to yield a
Reynolds number of 300,000 based on the mid-span chord of the model. A schematic
of the towing tank is given in Figure 3.1 where the model is attached to a traverse
that runs the length of the tank and is towed from right to left.
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Figure 3.1: Optical towing tank used for all force and particle image velocimetry
measurements. The model is loaded on the left hand side, attached to a
sting and towed from right to left.
3.1

Physical model and testing geometry

For the purposes of the current study, the tail ﬁn of Anomalocaris canadensis is considered to consist of three pairs of vanes lying on a common plane with equally-spaced
gaps between each of the vanes. Figure 3.2 shows a modiﬁed version of Figure 2.6
taken from Daley and Edgecombe (2014), highlighting the tail ﬁn and the approximate size and positioning of the six vanes. The basic geometry of the model consists
of a triangular plate with gaps cut linear and parallel to the leading edge, resulting
in a shape resembling a series of chevrons. In reality, the ﬂexibility of the tail ﬁn
components would result in variable gap distances both in the plane of the model as
well as bending normal to this direction. The individual vanes may have been free to
rotate and move in any direction and thus the current model is being used primarily
to study the eﬀect of the presence of slots between components. As the exact gap
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Figure 3.2: Tail ﬁn preservation of specimen RQ 10.4 m, ROM 51211 modiﬁed from
Daley and Edgecombe (2014) to show the vanes and general shape of the
tail ﬁn.
sizes are indiscernible from image preservations, they were selected with consideration
to the overall geometry and scale of the model.
The physical model consists of a series of three chevron-shaped pieces constructed
of stainless steel for strength and corrosion resistance with a thickness of 3.175mm
mounted to a central bar. The models were painted matte black to reduce reﬂections
from the laser used for particle image velocimetry measurements. Figure 3.3 shows
the assembly of the chevron model with gaps and the connection to the traverse.
A force sensor was attached to the centre point of the assembly which was then
mounted through a variable-angle adapter, allowing for the angle of attack to be set
within an uncertainty of ±0.2◦ . This variable-angle piece immediately connected to
the streamlined sting allowed for angles ranging between 5 and 45◦ to be tested. The
lower point of the chevron model on the right hand side of Figure 3.3 corresponds
with the attachment to the main body planform deﬁned as the caudal peduncle as
shown in Figure 3.2. When measured across the trailing edge, the gaps are 20% of
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of the chevron model and connection to the towing tank traverse via a sting. The model is towed from right to left by the traverse
after setting a desired angle of attack on a variable adapter. An identical
mounting set-up is used for a triangular ﬂat plate used as a base testing
case. The angle of attack can be varied from 5 to 45◦ and the sweep angle
is 45◦ .
the width of the vanes.
In order to minimize disturbances from the mounting set-up on the suction side of
the plate, the model was towed upside down from convention with the unperturbed
suction side on the bottom. In early testing iterations, the chevron pieces were observed to bend away from the common plane signiﬁcantly when loaded. Two additional support bars as seen in Figure 3.3 were added to the trailing edge to minimize
this eﬀect and ensure consistent testing conditions without permanent deformations
of the structure. While in reality, the vanes were highly ﬂexible, these trailing edge
supports were added to ensure consistent testing geometry across all angles of attack
and to observe the speciﬁc eﬀects of the gaps between vanes. Following the addition
of trailing edge supports, a high-speed camera positioned on a plane parallel to the
ﬂow was used to verify that bending of the delta-wing and chevron models could be
considered negligible. Due to the relatively high angles of attack being tested, the ﬂow
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is expected to be largely separated with the trailing edge supports having minimal
eﬀect on the ﬂow. A simple triangular ﬂat plate, referred to now as the delta-wing
model, mounted at its centre point with the same general dimensions was used as a
basis for comparison.

3.2

Direct force measurements

A submersible, six-component ATI-Nano force sensor was mounted to the geometric
centre point on the pressure side of the delta-wing and chevron models. Forces were
measured at a sampling rate of 1000Hz with a resolution varying from 1/24N to
1/8N depending on the axis of interest. The maximum sampling rate of the sensor
was used to ensure suﬃcient temporal resolution. Initially, force data was recorded
for a range of acceleration values at three diﬀerent angles of attack. The motion
consisted of an acceleration from rest, a period of steady state, followed by a return
to rest at 11.5m travelled. The results of this testing were broken into two regions of
motion for analysis: the initial force peak and subsequent relaxation, and the steadystate region. The acceleratory portion of the motion is considered comparable to an
escape manoeuvre or active propulsion, and the forces resulting at steady-state are
used to provide information about the turning manoeuvre performance. The rates of
acceleration are deﬁned by the dimensionless parameter:

a∗ =

2
U∞
,
2ac

(3.2)

where a is the dimensional acceleration and c is the mid-span chord length. A range
of ﬁve dimensionless accelerations and three angles of attack were selected for the
initial test case. Five runs were completed for each a∗ value and angle, and the phase
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Table 3.1: Summary of parameters used for force testing. The initial test case was
performed to observe the eﬀect of changing initial acceleration values, and
the expanded test case involved a wider range of angles of attack with the
primary focus being the steady-state behaviour. The parameters outlined
in the table were tested for both the delta-wing and chevron models.

Initial
Expanded

Angle of Attack (◦ )
15, 30, 45
5 to 45◦ , increments of 5◦

a∗
Re
0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 300,000
2
300,000

average for each force and moment component was calculated at each time step.
In an expanded test case, force data was recorded at a single rate of acceleration
and a broader range of angles of attack to observe the steady-state performance of
the model. For the expanded test case, three runs per angle of attack was deemed
suﬃcient as average force values were of interest over a range of time rather than
instantaneous values. This allowed for averages of several thousand points to be
computed. The parameter space for force testing is summarized in Table 3.1 where
all parameters were tested with both the delta-wing and chevron models described
in Section 3.1. The force measurement system used in the current thesis has been
veriﬁed in a previous study by Fernando and Rival (2016).
In order to plot the results of initial force testing, the data sets were decomposed
into three regions: accelerating, steady, and decelerating. The number of data points
recorded in each region for each acceleration tested was calculated based on the traverse kinematics, noting that during acceleration and deceleration regions the data
points were not equidistant due to the changing velocity. A vector of dimensionless distances was created to correspond with a constant sampling rate in time. A
smoothing ﬁlter was applied to all force data in post-processing to reduce noise from
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the measurements. For all subsequent force analysis, the parameters of interest are
the lift, drag, and moment coeﬃcients as a function of the dimensionless distance
travelled:
s
s∗ = ,
c

(3.3)

where s is the distance travelled and c is the mid-span chord length. The lift coeﬃcient
is deﬁned as the total force orthogonal to the direction of motion normalized by the
area and dynamic pressure:
CL =

L

,
1
2 A
ρU∞
2

(3.4)

where A is the planar area of the model and L is the resultant sensor measurement
in the direction normal to the motion. The drag coeﬃcient is deﬁned similarly as:

CD =

D

,
1
2 A
ρU∞
2

(3.5)

where D is the resultant force opposite the direction of the motion. The moment
coeﬃcient measured about the half-chord mounting position is translated to the more
conventional quarter-chord position by simple static equations knowing the distance
between the two points and is normalized as shown:

CM =

MQC
,
1
2 Ac
ρU∞
2

(3.6)

where the mid-span chord length is included to ensure proper dimensional analysis.
The parameter MQC is deﬁned as the bending moment about the quarter chord.
Average values over time of the three coeﬃcients discussed were calculated in the
expanded test case for each angle of attack.
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Stereoscopic particle image velocimetry

Stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (stereo-PIV) was used to image the ﬂow ﬁeld
on the suction side and in the wake of the delta-wing and chevron models and compare the results to the corresponding force measurements. This experimental method
allowed for three-dimensional ﬂow-ﬁeld velocity information to be obtained by using two cameras recording simultaneously from either side of the test section. Two
Scheimpﬂug mounts were used to tune the depth of ﬁeld through ﬁne adjustment
of the angle between the lens and the complementary metal oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) sensor array of the camera (Brossard et al. 2009). As proposed by Prasad
and Jensen (1995), two water-ﬁlled acrylic prisms were used to reduce radial distortion resulting from imaging through the air-liquid interface by eﬀectively creating a
viewing plane orthogonal to the camera lens.
These measurements were performed for two characteristic angles of attack, 15
and 30◦ , selected based on the results of the expanded force testing case and do not
account for changing initial accelerations. Figure 3.4 shows the experimental set-up
as seen from above the towing tank. The model was towed from the bottom to the
top of the ﬁgure through the laser sheet perpendicular to the ﬂow. Two Photron SA4
high-speed cameras were used to capture the ﬂow as the model was towed through
a 2.5mm thick laser plane generated from a Photonics Nd:YLF 40mJ/pulse highspeed laser positioned under the towing tank and projected using a series of optical
lenses. Images were captured at 2000Hz on either side of the towing tank. Ten runs
were completed for each angle of attack and for each model with ﬁve minutes of rest
between each run to ensure quiescent ﬂow. The resulting velocity ﬁeld was averaged
over the ten runs conducted. 1201 images were recorded starting from when the model
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of stereo-PIV set-up from above, showing the delta-wing model,
laser sheet, and camera system. The model is towed through the laser
sheet from bottom to top of the ﬁgure and images are recorded simultaneously by both cameras
reached the laser sheet for a total time of 0.6s, equivalent to two chords travelled at
the velocity selected. The ﬂow was seeded with 100µm neutrally-buoyant hollow glass
spheres which were replaced as necessary immediately following each run to ensure a
suﬃcient seeding density of approximately 0.1 particles per pixel in the region of the
laser sheet (Raﬀel et al. 2007; Scarano 2013).
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Processing of stereo-PIV data

A number of processing steps are required to obtain a vector ﬁeld from a set of
velocimetry images. Prior to testing, images were captured of a calibration target
positioned in the laser plane and used to complete the stereoscopic reconstruction
after testing. A self-calibration was used as a reﬁnement tool for the calibration
where simultaneous images were recorded of the undisturbed ﬂow with each of the
two cameras. All processing steps were completed for each of the ten runs, for each
of the models, and for each angle of attack: 15 and 30◦ . In order to reduce glare from
the wing in the images, a median image was ﬁrst calculated and subtracted from the
data set.
The primary processing techniques used for the stereo-PIV images are similar to
those used for planar-PIV. A cross-correlation process was performed using 64x64px
interrogation windows and 75% overlap. Due to the oﬀ-axis imaging angle for stereoPIV, the ﬁeld of view is distorted and creates a trapezoidal shape as described by
Prasad (2000). As the images were recorded from either side of the towing tank,
this stretching occurred on opposite sides of the ﬁeld of view for each image. Image
dewarping acts to interpolate the data onto a planar grid by using the imaging model
ﬁt from the initial calibration and self-calibration reﬁnement. A universal outlierdetection algorithm was used to reduce the occurrence of spurious vectors in the ﬁeld.
Three-dimensional vector processing using the reﬁned calibration was then conducted
to determine the third component of velocity. 1201 images on each camera were used
to generate 1200 vector maps of velocity data which were arranged in planes and
reconstructed to obtain a volume of velocity data for each test case, knowing the
corresponding times and towing velocity .
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Stereo-PIV post-processing

Using the velocity data obtained from processing of stereo-PIV images, the vorticity,
deﬁned as the curl of velocity:
ω = r ×V ,

(3.7)

was calculated in each of the three coordinate directions (White 2011). In Equation
3.7, ω denotes the components of vorticity and V is a vector of velocities obtained
from the PIV process described previously. The circulation was then calculated and
is deﬁned in terms of the vorticity as a total sum over an area:
ZZ
S,
ω · dS

Γ=

(3.8)

S

S is an incremental area on a closed surface S. The circulation is then
where dS
normalized as:
Γ∗ =

Γ
.
U∞ c

(3.9)

The stream-wise circulation was calculated in the y-z plane at each time step by
integrating the vorticity ﬁeld over the ﬁeld of view.

3.4

Selection of testing parameters

While the exact size and swimming speed of Anomalocaris canadensis are unknown,
the Reynolds number regime and angles of attack for extant swimmers are taken into
consideration when selecting appropriate testing parameters. The Reynolds number
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is a dimensionless parameter deﬁned as:

Re =

U∞ l
,
ν

(3.10)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the ﬂuid and l is a characteristic length scale. A
broad range of angles of attack was tested to examine the full range of possible motion.
As described by Sfakiotakis et al. (1999), a typical adult ﬁsh swims in a Reynolds
number regime ranging from 103 to 106 . Webb (1975) divides swimming speed into
three diﬀerent levels: cruising or sustained, prolonged or steady, and sprint or burst.
Evidently ﬁsh do not swim entirely within a single range of speeds and instead modulate their speed based on the desired activity level. In order to account for size,
swimming speeds are often presented with units of body lengths per second (BL/s).
The maximum swimming speed of several species of ﬁsh was found by Videler and
Wardle (1991) to be approximately 3BL/s for sustained swimming and 6BL/s for prolonged swimming. The maximum swimming speed of strong carangiform swimmers
was estimated to be in the range of 9 to 12BL/s by Blaxter (1969).
The chord length of the tail ﬁn of Anomalocaris is estimated to be 20% of the fullbody length from preservations detailed by Daley and Edgecombe (2014). Selection of
a swimming speed of 6BL/s as a conservative estimate for Anomalocaris and assuming
a body length of one metre yields a Reynolds number of approximately 500,000.
Considering the optimal range of the force transducer for a favourable signal-to-noise
ratio, as well as the capabilities of the testing facility, a Reynolds number of 300,000
was selected for a model with a 30cm mid-span chord length. This value is selected
as an approximation and results of force and particle image velocimetry testing are
expected to be representative of Anomalocaris within this order of magnitude.
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Chapter 4
Results

In the current chapter lift, drag, and moment coeﬃcients are ﬁrst presented for the
initial test case and plotted as a function of the dimensionless distance travelled. The
regions of interest include the initial force peak and subsequent relaxation, and the
steady-state response, comparable to rapid escape motions and steady-state turning
manoeuvres, respectively. Average steady-state coeﬃcients for the expanded test case
are then presented, identifying a region of signiﬁcant lift and drag enhancement for
the chevron model over the delta-wing model at angles greater than 25◦ . Stereo-PIV
data is then presented to aid in the explanation of this phenomenon and provide
insight into the ﬂow physics behind this force enhancement.

4.1
4.1.1

Force measurements
Initial data set - acceleration from rest to steady state

Initial force testing was conducted for three angles of attack: 15, 30, and 45◦ , and
acceleration rates ranging from a∗ values of 0.5 to 8.0. The diﬀerences observed
between the delta-wing and chevron models were greatest for the median angle of
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Figure 4.1: Normalized resultant force perpendicular to direction of motion for an
angle of attack of 30◦ and a range of initial acceleration rates. Two distinct
regions are observed: acceleration and subsequent relaxation, and steady
state, where the chevron model denoted by dashed lines is observed to
give a signiﬁcant increase in steady-state lift for all acceleration values
tested.
attack tested. Figure 4.1 shows the lift coeﬃcient as a function of the dimensionless
distance travelled for the median testing angle of 30◦ . Solid and dashed lines denote
delta-wing and chevron model results respectively with ﬁve colours representing the
diﬀerent acceleration distances tested. The general force response seen in the ﬁgure
is similar for the two diﬀerent models with a force peak and subsequent relaxation
to steady state; however, a signiﬁcant lift enhancement is observed for the chevron
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Figure 4.2: Normalized resultant force opposite to the direction of motion for an angle
of attack of 30◦ . The delta-wing and chevron model results are denoted
by solid and dashed lines respectively. The general force response seen
is similar to the lift indicating that the enhancement is in overall force
magnitude and the lift-to-drag ratio remains constant.
model when approaching steady state.
The measured drag coeﬃcient as shown in Figure 4.2 is similar to the lift coeﬃcient
although with a reduced magnitude due to the angle of attack. In the case of the 30◦
angle of attack, the contribution of the plate-normal measured force is greater in the
direction perpendicular to the motion than for the direction parallel and opposite to
the motion. The measured chord-wise force component was included in the calculation
of resultant forces but was observed to have minimal eﬀect on the overall lift and drag
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Figure 4.3: Pitching moment coeﬃcient at a quarter-chord position for an angle of
attack of 30◦ . The negative axis refers to a nose-down moment. The
steady-state magnitude enhancement behaviour is maintained but is less
pronounced for the pitching moment.
coeﬃcients.
The moment coeﬃcient translated to the quarter-chord position for an angle of
attack of 30◦ is plotted as a function of dimensionless distance in Figure 4.3. The
negative y-axis indicates that the moment was nose-down, as expected from the literature for delta-wing aerodynamics (Gursul et al. 2005). The diﬀerence between
the delta-wing and chevron models is less pronounced for the pitching moment measurements although the chevron model does exhibit a slight increase in magnitude at
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steady state for an angle of attack of 30◦ . Additionally, the steady-state region is less
distinct for the moment coeﬃcient.
In general, force measurements for an acceleration from rest at an angle of attack
of 30◦ show that the gaps in the chevron model have a greater impact on the steadystate forces than on the transient force peaks when compared to the delta-wing model.
While the initial force peaks for the chevron model tend to be slightly lower than for
the delta-wing model, beyond twelve chords travelled there is a signiﬁcant enhancement in the force magnitude from the multi-vane geometry. At an angle of attack of
15◦ , the transient response is very similar between the two models. At steady state,
the lift and drag measured on the delta wing is slightly higher, contrary to what is
seen at a higher angle of attack described previously. The results for angles of attack
of 30 and 45◦ are similar although the steady-state enhancement is less pronounced
at 45◦ . Force and moment plots for angles of attack of 15 and 45◦ can be seen in
Appendix A. The results of initial force testing suggest that a steady-state force enhancement region exists for the chevron model over moderate angles of attack close
to stall. The transient force peaks aligned most closely between the two models at
the highest rates of acceleration tested.

4.1.2

Expanded data set - steady-state values

Following the results of the initial force testing indicating signiﬁcant steady-state
diﬀerences between the delta-wing and chevron models, the same testing procedure
was implemented for a broader range of angles of attack. Average force and moment
coeﬃcients were calculated over a period of two seconds for 18 < s∗ < 20. Figure
4.4 shows the lift and drag coeﬃcients as a function of angle of attack ranging from
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Figure 4.4: Lift and drag coeﬃcients for delta-wing and chevron models shown in
black and red respectively as a function of angle of attack. For angles of
attack greater than 25◦ , an enhancement in force is observed although at
low angles the two models yield similar results.
5 to 45◦ on the left and right respectively for both the delta-wing and chevron models. Delta-wing model measurements are indicated with black triangle symbols and
chevron-model measurements are denoted by red squares. For low angles of attack,
the two models give very similar lift and drag coeﬃcients; however, at angles greater
than 25◦ , an enhancement in lift of up to 15.3% at 30◦ is observed. The drag coeﬃcient
of the chevron model was found to have a maximum increase of 17.0% for an angle
of attack of 30◦ . A discussion on the uncertainty of direct force measurements is presented in Appendix B. It should be noted that the lift-to-drag ratio remains constant
and the magnitudes of both lift and drag increase proportionally. The steady-state
lift and drag are being considered as measures of the animal’s ability to rotate the
centre of mass of its body as done in a banking turn or change of direction, deﬁned
here as a steady manoeuvre.
A similar analysis was completed for the average moment coeﬃcient over a range
of angles of attack. Figure 4.5 shows the steady-state moment coeﬃcient, where the
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Figure 4.5: Moment coeﬃcient measured at the mid-chord position and translated to
a quarter-chord position as a function of angle of attack. For angles of
attack greater than 25◦ , an enhancement in magnitude is observed for the
chevron model. The negative axis corresponds to a nose-down pitching
moment.
negative sign indicates a nose-down bending moment about the quarter-chord position. At angles greater than 25◦ , the chevron model experiences a slight enhancement
in average magnitude. The maximum percent increase in the magnitude of the pitching moment for the chevron model over the delta wing measured was 10.8% for an
angle of attack of 30◦ .

4.2

Stereoscopic particle image velocimetry

Following force testing, stereoscopic particle image velocimetry measurements were
conducted at two characteristic angles of attack: 15 and 30◦ . These angles were selected to observe and compare the pre- and post-force enhancement regions identiﬁed
in §4.1.2. Stereo-PIV measurements were taken for both the delta-wing and chevron
models. A smoothing ﬁlter for three-dimensional data was used whereby a convolution was performed using a deﬁned kernel to blur the output in order to better
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Figure 4.6: Velocity deﬁcit, U/U∞ , measured in the wake of the delta-wing and
chevron models. An angle of attack of 15◦ is shown in the top row and an
angle of attack of 30◦ is shown in the bottom row. The delta-wing and
chevron models are shown in the left and right columns respectively. It
can be seen that at low angles of attack there is little diﬀerence between
the two models; however, at an angle of attack of 30◦ there is a signiﬁcant
reduction in the velocity deﬁcit. Isosurfaces of u/U∞ = 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5
are shown with increasing colour saturation.
identify ﬂow structures and regions of interest (Raﬀel et al. 2007). There is some inherent noise in the measurement system due to the loss of resolution near the border
of the ﬁeld of view that has been masked from the reconstructions shown. The data
is presented using a conventional coordinate system where x-, y-, and z- correspond
to stream-wise, wall-normal, and span-wise directions, respectively. Ten runs of each
test case were completed and the phase averages are presented.
Figure 4.6 shows a three-dimensional reconstruction of the velocity deﬁcit, u/U∞ ,
measured in the wake of the two models. The top row displayed in the ﬁgure depicts
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the velocity deﬁcit—the ratio of the measured stream-wise velocity to the free-stream
velocity—for an angle of attack of 15◦ , while 30◦ is shown in the bottom row. The
delta-wing and chevron model results are displayed in the left and right columns
respectively. Isosurfaces are shown for u/U∞ = 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 with increasing
colour saturation. The ﬁgure shows the suction side of the models having travelled
from the right to the left side of the region shown. A mask is applied to results on
the pressure side where the laser sheet was shadowed by the models. The ﬁeld of
view, approximately 30x30cm, was limited in width and so is restricted to a quarter
span on either side of the mid plane. A signiﬁcant reduction in the velocity deﬁcit is
observed for the chevron model at an angle of attack of 30◦ when compared to the
delta wing which suggests modiﬁed stall characteristics for the chevron model.
The stream-wise component of vorticity is shown in Figure 4.7 where red and blue
indicate opposite directions of rotation. Isosurfaces of ωx∗ = 2.5, 5, and 7.5 are shown
with increasing colour saturation in each direction, red and blue, corresponding to
clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation, respectively. The stream-wise component
is shown to best observe the vortices rolled over the leading edge. At the lower of
the two angles of attack, the delta-wing and chevron models exhibit little diﬀerence
and the leading-edge vortices characteristic of classical delta wings can be seen. For
the chevron model at an angle of attack of 30◦ , while largely separated, additional
vorticity can be seen on the eﬀective leading edges of the chevron pieces. This can be
explained by the potential for the vane separations on the chevron model to stabilize
secondary and tertiary leading-edge vortices.
The circulation in the y-z plane was calculated at each time step using Equations
3.7 and 3.8. Each data point represents the stream-wise vorticity integrated over the
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Figure 4.7: Three-dimensional reconstruction showing isosurfaces of the stream-wise
component of vorticity for angles of attack of 15 and 30◦ for delta-wing and
chevron models. Leading edge vortices can be seen at low angle of attack;
however, at α = 30◦ , the wing is stalled. Counter-rotating regions can be
seen forming near the vane separations on the chevron model. Isosurfaces
of ωx∗ = 2.5, 5, and 7.5 are shown with increasing colour saturation for
each direction, red and blue.
ﬁeld of view at a single point in time. Figure 4.8 shows the total magnitude of the
stream-wise circulation as a function of the dimensionless distance, s∗ . As 1200 image
pairs were recorded, this corresponds to a physical distance of 0.6m, equivalent to two
chord lengths of travel. At s∗ = 0, the model is entering the laser sheet and the ﬁeld
of view. An s∗ value of 1 corresponds with the trailing edge of the model. Chevron
model results are shown in red and delta-wing model results are shown in black. The
two angles of attack tested are denoted by solid and dashed lines, respectively. Near
the primary apex at s∗ = 0, the circulation measured for all four test cases is similar in
magnitude. For an angle of attack of 30◦ , the circulation of the chevron model begins
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Figure 4.8: Total stream-wise normalized circulation measured in the y-z plane as
a function of dimensionless distance travelled. Delta-wing and chevron
model measurements are shown in black and red, respectively. The
chevron model at an angle of attack of 30◦ is observed to have a maximum
circulation at an s∗ value of 0.75. Increases in stream-wise circulation for
the chevron model at an angle of attack of 30◦ correspond approximately
with the locations of the secondary and tertiary apexes. The chevron
model inset ﬁgures depict the physical locations corresponding with sharp
increases in circulation.
to increase more rapidly at an s∗ value of approximately 0.25, corresponding with
the approximate location of the secondary apex. At an s∗ of approximately 0.6, the
circulation on the chevron model experiences a second rapid increase. The chevron
model is observed to have a maximum stream-wise circulation at an s∗ value of 0.75
and is larger than that of the delta-wing model, as expected from force measurements
presented previously.
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Figure 4.9: Geometry of the chevron model identifying secondary and tertiary leading edges. The location of planes corresponding to s∗ = 0.20, 0.40, and
0.65 are indicated by dashed lines and stream-wise vorticity is shown in
subsequent ﬁgures.
Three chord-wise locations are further examined to observe the generation of vorticity on the additional eﬀective leading edges of the chevron model. Figure 4.9 shows
the geometry of the chevron model, identiﬁes the secondary and tertiary leading edges,
and marks the three chord-wise planes selected to display contours of stream-wise vorticity in Figures 4.10 through 4.12. The stream-wise vorticity measured at a plane
corresponding with s∗ = 0.20 is shown in Figure 4.10. Again, the top and bottom
rows show results for angles of attack of 15 and 30◦ , respectively. The black lines on
the x-axis for the chevron model indicate the location of the primary leading edge
at this chord-wise location. The characteristic leading-edge vortices can be seen at
the lower angle of attack for both models. Qualitatively, enhanced coherence and an
increase in vorticity is observed for the chevron model at an angle of attack of 30◦ ,
shown on the right-hand side of the lower row, when compared with the delta wing
on the left side. Regions of rotation can clearly be seen for the chevron model at this
ﬁrst location near the start of the second eﬀective leading edge.
The stream-wise vorticity at a plane corresponding to s∗ = 0.40 is shown in Figure
4.11. For an angle of attack of 30◦ , the vorticity measured on the delta wing is
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Figure 4.10: Streamwise vorticity on a two-dimensional y-z plane for s∗ = 0.20. The
ﬂow structures at an angle of attack of 15◦ are similar between the
two models, although for the higher angle of attack of 30◦ , improved
coherence of the vortical structures is observed for the chevron model.
Black lines indicate the location of the primary leading edge at this
chord-wise location.
disorganized while for the chevron model multiple regions of rotation can be seen on
either side of the mid plane. Here, the black lines on the x-axis of the chevron model
plots denote the locations of the primary and secondary leading edges. Changes in
direction of vortical rotation occur frequently along these lines near the bottom of
the ﬁeld of view. At this chord-wise location, vorticity is better maintained near the
surface of the chevron model.
The stream-wise vorticity at an s∗ value of 0.65 is shown in Figure 4.12. At this
location and for an angle of attack of 30◦ , the delta-wing model exhibits localized
regions of rotation near the centre of the ﬁeld of view at the upper edge. These
regions of vorticity are raised signiﬁcantly from the model surface when compared
with the results for an angle of attack of 15◦ in the top row. The chevron model
shows additional regions of rotation towards the spanwise edges and towards the
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Figure 4.11: Streamwise vorticity in the y-z plane for an s∗ value of 0.40. At this
location, the ﬂow topology for an angle of attack of 15◦ is similar for
both models; however, signiﬁcant diﬀerences are observed for a higher
angle of attack. Black lines denote the locations of the primary and
secondary leading edges at this chord-wise location.
surface of the model.
At all chord-wise planes, the ﬂow topology observed for the two models at an angle
of attack of 15◦ is similar, demonstrating the delta-wing vortex lift described in §2.2.2.
In general, the results of stereo-PIV testing conﬁrm that at low angles of attack the
delta-wing and chevron models exhibit similar behaviour. Signiﬁcant diﬀerences can
be seen in the ﬂow ﬁeld at an angle of attack of 30◦ where the multi-vane geometry
tends to yield more coherent regions of vorticity. Changes in the sense of rotation
near the surface of the models frequently occur at the eﬀective leading-edge locations
marked by black lines in the ﬁgures shown previously.
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Figure 4.12: Streamwise vorticity in the y-z plane for an s∗ value of 0.65. At this
chord-wise location, similar leading-edge vortices to those seen previously are observed at an angle of attack of 15◦ . Additional vorticity
is observed on the chevron model at an angle of attack of 30◦ . Two
eﬀective leading edges are denoted by black lines along the x-axis.
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Chapter 5
Discussion

The interpretations of the results presented in the previous chapter are detailed in
the current section, relating the ﬁndings to information presented in Chapter 2 on
lift generation mechanisms for delta wings and bio-propulsion. A discussion of the
results as they pertain to the physical testing models is ﬁrst presented, providing
explanations for the lift enhancement observed on the multi-vane chevron model.
Possible implications to the swimming function of Anomalocaris canadensis are then
discussed.

5.1

Chevron model lift-generation mechanisms

In general, the results of initial force testing indicate that the multi-vane tail-ﬁn
abstraction of Anomalocaris canadensis has a greater impact on steady-state performance than on transient, high-acceleration motions when compared to a ﬂat-plate
delta wing. This result is seen most prominently at an angle of attack of 30◦ , near
the stall angle for delta wings of similar sweep angle. At this angle of attack, the
overall force magnitude measured for the delta wing is slightly higher in the transient
region of the motion, indicating that the shape does not give a signiﬁcant beneﬁt
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in highly acceleratory motions. Underlying oscillations in the force response following the relaxation region and approach to steady state can be attributed to vortex
shedding and ﬂuid structure interactions. As was found in the expanded steady-state
force testing case, for angles of attack greater than 25◦ , the chevron model yields
signiﬁcantly higher resultant forces than the delta wing with a maximum increase of
15.3 and 17.0% for lift and drag coeﬃcients, respectively. The lift, drag, and moment coeﬃcients measured at low angles of attack are in close agreement between the
delta-wing and chevron models; however, at angles greater than 25◦ , signiﬁcant diﬀerences are observed. In order to explain this steady-state enhancement phenomenon,
stereoscopic particle image velocimetry was conducted at two characteristic angles of
attack.
It is observed that the multi-vane geometry acts to enable the stabilization of
secondary and tertiary leading-edge vortices at angles of attack typical for stall behaviour. Fluid ﬂows through the gaps between components and ﬂuid circulation is
imparted on the low-pressure suction side. Figure 5.1 shows a simpliﬁed representation of this concept where vortex roll-up is observed on each eﬀective leading-edge.
The mounting and support bars have been removed from Figure 5.1 for improved
clarity. It is postulated that the magnitude of each subsequent leading-edge vortex
is proportional to the size of the vane, with the majority of the vortex lift being
generated by the largest chevron component.
The results of stereo-PIV tend to agree with this description of multiple leadingedge vortices forming on the chevron model. At an angle of attack of 15◦ , diﬀerences
between the two models are limited. Leading-edge vortices characteristic of delta
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the secondary and tertiary vortices formed on eﬀective leading edges of multiple chevron components. This image represents a simpliﬁed explanation of this possible phenomenon, prior to vortex breakdown.
A mounting bar along the mid-plane and two support bars at the trailing
edge are not shown for clarity.
wings, as discussed in §2.2.2, can be seen for both the delta-wing and chevron models. However, at an angle of attack of 30◦ , stream-wise vorticity measurements show
reattachment and increased coherence of the ﬂow structures present, particularly near
the surface of the model. A suppression of the velocity deﬁcit and increase in streamwise vorticity along the additional eﬀective leading edges are observed for the chevron
model. The stream-wise circulation calculated from stereo-PIV data further identiﬁes
the increase in lift generated at the secondary and tertiary leading edges. As shown
in Figure 4.8, the circulation measured on the delta-wing and chevron models is in
close agreement near the primary apex. At an s∗ value of approximately 0.25, the
circulation increases rapidly for the chevron model at an angle of attack of 30◦ . This
result is of particular importance as the apex of the second chevron component is located near this point, at an s∗ value of 0.28 away from the primary apex. This result
demonstrates that additional circulation and therefore, additional lift, is generated
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on the secondary leading edge. A second increase in the circulation on the chevron
model is seen at s∗ = 0.6, equivalent to the approximate location of the tertiary apex.
For an angle of attack of 15◦ , the circulation measured on the delta-wing and chevron
models is similar until the end of the trailing edge of the model where the chevron
model is able to better maintain circulation in the wake.
While some physical similarities between the multi-element chevron model and
a multi-stage airfoil for high-lift generation can be observed, the fact that the lift
enhancement seen in the current study occurs only at angles of attack near stall is
a signiﬁcant diﬀerence. The mechanisms of lift generation for a multi-stage airfoil
and the model currently being examined diﬀer in that the former acts to maintain
attached ﬂow while the geometry of the latter acts to generate additional leading-edge
suction. While the re-energization of the boundary layer observed in traditional highlift devices acts to enhance the lift on the airfoil, the current model uses separated
ﬂow structures to generate additional lift. A primary function of high-lift devices is to
increase the camber and mean surface area of a wing. In the case of the current study,
the camber remains unchanged and the surface area is decreased when comparing the
chevron model to the delta-wing model, further indicating that the mechanisms of
lift enhancement observed in the current study are diﬀerent from the attached-ﬂow
mechanisms employed in high-lift devices.

5.2

Biological signiﬁcance

The results of the current study on a tail-ﬁn abstraction of Anomalocaris canadensis
suggest a hydrodynamic beneﬁt in performing manoeuvres such as a banking turn or
general change in direction. The resultant normal force on the tail ﬁn is signiﬁcantly
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higher than that for a solid planar shape. While limitations of working with twodimensional preservations mean the actual purpose of the tail must be assumed,
signiﬁcant force enhancements measured on the abstraction indicate that the tail ﬁn
geometry is particularly well-suited to steady-state manoeuvres and may be compared
to the turning function of a rudder on a boat. Improved rudder performance may
even be a possible design application making use of the conclusions drawn in this
thesis. The lift and drag on a tail ﬁn are combined to provide a resultant normal
force which is required for sharp changes in direction as described in §2.1.
The results of the current study suggest that the geometry of the tail ﬁn was hydrodynamically favourable for the performance of rapid changes in direction although
the shape did not show a similar beneﬁt in the acceleratory region comparable to a
rapid escape manoeuvre or active propulsion. Referring to the hypothesis stated in
§2.1, the force testing and stereo-PIV results indicate that the tail ﬁn as modelled by

the abstraction was most likely used as a mechanism to turn the body by augmenting
the steady-state lift and drag. While any conclusions drawn regarding the actual
swimming function must be speculative in nature, the tail ﬁn performance suggests
some degree of hunting prowess.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions

6.1

Summary of major ﬁndings

In the current thesis, a tail-ﬁn abstraction of a Cambrian swimmer regarded as unique
when compared to extant species was considered for hydrodynamic analysis. The objective of the study was to observe the performance of the tail ﬁn and inform possible
implications to evolution and design. As there remains some question as to the
predatory habits of Anomalocaris canadensis, there is an additional possible beneﬁt
in determining the relative swimming strength of the animal. A model comprised
of three chevron shapes was constructed of stainless steel and compared to a deltawing plate. Initial force testing was conducted with similar results obtained for the
delta-wing and chevron models during transient acceleration regions, particularly at
high rates of acceleration. The interpretation of these results led to the conclusion
that the multi-vane geometry had little eﬀect in highly acceleratory motions such as
a rapid escape manoeuvre or in active propulsion. At a moderate angle of attack
of 30◦ , an enhancement in lift, drag, and moment coeﬃcients was measured for the
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chevron model at steady state. The angle of attack parameter space was then expanded to observe the performance of the models in this constant velocity region. For
angles greater than 25◦ , an enhancement was observed for the chevron model over
the delta-wing model with a maximum of 15.3% increase in lift and 17.0% increase
in drag.
Stereoscopic particle image velocimetry measurements were conducted to better
understand the ﬂow mechanisms behind this enhancement at angles of attack typical
of stall behaviour. The results conﬁrmed that at low angles of attack there was little
qualitative diﬀerence in the ﬂow ﬁeld between the two models, while at higher angles of
attack a signiﬁcant decrease in the velocity deﬁcit was observed. Qualitative evidence
of vortex roll-up was seen on the secondary and tertiary eﬀective leading-edges of
the model, indicating an additional generation of stream-wise vorticity, eﬀectively
reducing the eﬀects of stall on the model. The stream-wise circulation was calculated
along the chord length and rapid increases in magnitude were observed near the start
of the secondary and tertiary leading edges for the chevron model at an angle of
attack of 30◦ , giving rise to the explanation that the additional components of the
abstraction tend to encourage the generation of leading-edge vortex lift. The results
of both the expanded force testing case and stereo-PIV were combined to conclude
that the multi-vane geometry of the tail-ﬁn abstraction give a hydrodynamic beneﬁt
in the performance of turning manoeuvres at steady state.
The mechanisms of lift generation for the chevron model are compared to the
leading-edge vortex lift in many facets of bio-propulsion. The explanation presented
for the steady-state lift enhancement observed in the current thesis is that the second
and third chevron components act as additional eﬀective leading edges where vortex
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roll-up can occur. This additional lift may account for the increase in the maximum
lift coeﬃcient and modiﬁed stall behaviour. While some physical comparisons can
be drawn between high-lift devices for aircraft and the multi-vane geometry of the
chevron model, it is noteworthy to observe that the lift generation on the chevron
model is not due to the re-energization of the boundary layer and is instead due to additional leading-edge suction. Additionally, the chevron model provides no additional
camber or surface area as in typical high-lift devices for aircraft.
While the results of the current study cannot absolutely conﬁrm that Anomalocaris
canadensis was a strong swimmer and therefore an apex predator, it is suggested that
there is signiﬁcant hydrodynamic beneﬁt in manoeuvre performance for a multi-vane
tail ﬁn geometry over a solid planar shape. The results of the current study indicate
that the tail ﬁn made Anomalocaris particularly well-suited to turn its body through
some angle as in a banking turn or change of direction as the resultant normal force
generated on the chevron model was signiﬁcantly higher than that generated on a
simple delta-wing model. The results of the current study indicate that the multivane geometry did not give a signiﬁcant improvement in force generation for highly
acceleratory motions.

6.2

Future work

There are many diﬀerent additional layers of complexity that can be added to the current abstraction to better represent the true morphology of Anomalocaris canadensis.
In reality, the components of the tail ﬁn were highly ﬂexible, resulting in variable
gap distances and potentially overlapping features, as well as with the possibility of
rotation about the attachment point for each vane. In the current study, the eﬀects
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of ﬂexibility were suppressed to ensure standardized testing conditions; however, a
method for quantifying the ﬂexibility may provide a more complete description of the
tail ﬁn of Anomalocaris. To fully understand the unsteady behaviours of the model
as it would be used in swimming propulsion, a pitching and ﬂapping actuated system
could be implemented. Additionally, the interactions between the tail ﬁn and the
main body planform may be important in characterizing the swimming performance
of the animal. While the current thesis considers Anomalocaris on the spectrum of
body and caudal ﬁn swimming mechanisms, the lateral lobes believed to have been
used for undulatory propulsion have not been considered with any signiﬁcant detail.
To understand the swimming function, a model incorporating some of these features
described would be invaluable. In order to improve the stereo-PIV measurement
technique described in the current study, it is suggested that a wider ﬁeld of view is
employed to observe vortical structures near the tips further outboard from the mid
span. Additionally, a greater number of test runs would provide additional resolution
in the phase averaged ﬂow ﬁeld and yield more convergent results.

6.2.1

Possible eﬀects of ﬂexibility

While in general, slender delta wings have been analysed more thoroughly in the
available literature, non-slender delta wings have recently become important for the
design of micro air-vehicles. Strong ﬂuid-structure interactions have been observed for
ﬂexible non-slender delta wings in particular. A number of experimental studies on
the eﬀects of ﬂexibility are detailed by Taylor et al. (2007), who observed a signiﬁcant
lift enhancement for ﬂexible wings in the post-stall region for sweep angles less than
65◦ with increasing prominence as the sweep angle was decreased. In the case of the
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(a) rigid

(b) fl exible

Figure 6.1: Images from a tuft visualisation presented in Gursul (2004) for (a) a rigid
delta wing, and (b) a ﬂexible delta wing with an angle of attack of 27◦
and a sweep angle of 50◦ . The lift enhancement observed on ﬂexible delta
wings can be partially attributed to the reattachment behaviour seen in
(b).
delta wing with a sweep angle of 45◦ —of interest to the present study—introducing
ﬂexibility resulted in the increase of the maximum lift coeﬃcient by 38% and the stall
angle by 6◦ . The observed results were highly dependent on the sweep angle being
tested. Taylor et al. (2007) suggest that vibrations of the leading edge are responsible
for the lift enhancement and that applying a spanwise camber would not yield the
same results. Figure 6.1 shows a tuft visualisation adapted from Gursul (2004) which
clearly indicates regions of reversed ﬂow for the rigid wing and ﬂow reattachment
for the ﬂexible wing. The lift enhancement observed on ﬂexible delta wings which
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Taylor et al. (2007) concluded was due in part to interactions between the ﬂow and
the structure may be of interest to the current study.
Flexibility of the model used for testing in the current study was eliminated by
adding trailing-edge support bars; however, including ﬂexibility eﬀects would be more
true to the morphology of the animal. While the lift enhancement observed on ﬂexible delta wings in the available literature may provide an additional beneﬁt to the
function of the Anomalocaris tail-ﬁn abstraction, it may also be a detriment due to
the overlapping of components, eﬀectively eliminating the vane gaps implemented in
the current study.

6.2.2

Possible eﬀects of positive dihedral angle

Challenges surrounding the classiﬁcation and reconstruction of Anomalocaris canadensis, a soft-bodied animal with few full-body preservation specimens, are detailed by
Collins (2009). There is some speculation as to whether the tail ﬁn may have had
a non-zero dihedral angle, meaning that each lateral side of the ﬁn may have been
positioned at a nominal angle to the horizontal plane rather than strictly planar as
considered in the current thesis. As the available preservations are two-dimensional,
there is some diﬃculty determining the out-of-plane morphology of Anomalocaris.
Figure 6.2 shows one reconstruction where the vanes of the tail ﬁn are signiﬁcantly
raised from the horizontal plane (Collins 1996). In order to discuss the possible eﬀects
of a positive dihedral angle, a brief background on lateral stability is ﬁrst necessary.
The term dihedral eﬀect describes the tendency of an aircraft to stabilize after
a slight rolling motion as described by Kermode (2006). When a rolling motion
occurs, the resultant lift on the now higher wing points partially towards the lower
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Figure 6.2: Reconstruction of Anomalocaris canadensis as completed by Collins
(1996). The tail ﬁn circled has a signiﬁcant dihedral angle and is raised
from the main plane of the body. This may be a beneﬁt in maintaining
lateral stability, similar to the tail on a modern aircraft.
wing, causing a sideslip motion. This motion causes a resultant force in the opposite
direction, towards the higher wing. This results in an increase of the angle of attack of
the lower wing and thus, and increase in lift and tendency for the aircraft to return to
level ﬂight. Increasing the dihedral angle, the angle raised from the horizontal, helps
to produce this eﬀect. It is postulated that a positive dihedral angle for Anomalocaris
would primarily eﬀect the lateral stability rather than the lift and thrust generation.
Dihedral may provide a beneﬁt to Anomalocaris related to its rolling stability rather
than its ability to turn or accelerate rapidly.
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Appendix A
Supplemental force plots

Force testing was initially conducted for three angles of attack: 15, 30, and 45◦ , and
for a∗ values ranging from 0.5 to 8.0. The lift, drag, and moment coeﬃcients were
calculated using Equations 3.4 through 3.6 and plotted as a function of the dimensionless distance travelled. Figures A.1 and A.2 show the lift and drag coeﬃcients for
an angle of attack of 15◦ , respectively. The moment coeﬃcient is shown in Figure A.3.
At this angle of attack, the transient force behaviour is similar for the two models
tested; however, the steady-state forces for the delta-wing are slightly higher than
for the chevron model. This result is in contrast to that for an angle of attack of
30◦ as presented in §4.1.1. Figures A.4 through A.6 show the lift, drag, and moment
coeﬃcients for an angle of attack of 45◦ . The results at this angle of attack are very
similar to those presented previously for an angle of attack of 30◦ , although with less
prominent diﬀerences between the two models. This indicates that the enhancement
characteristics detailed in this thesis are most prominent near stall.
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Figure A.1: Delta-wing and chevron model measurements are denoted by solid and
dashed lines respectively. The multi-vane geometry is observed to have
little eﬀect on the transient response and the delta-wing model has a
slight increase in lift over the chevron model at steady-state, contrary to
the results presented previously for an angle of attack of 30◦ .
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Figure A.2: Resultant force parallel and opposite to the motion as a function of s∗
for an angle of attack of 15◦ . The delta-wing and chevron models yield
similar results during the acceleration region, followed by a slight increase
in drag for the delta-wing model at steady state. At a low angle of attack,
the contribution of the plate-normal force is much greater for the lift than
for the drag and thus the magnitude of drag is less than half of that for
the lift.
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Figure A.3: Pitching moment coeﬃcient about the quarter chord as a function of
s∗ for an angle of attack of 15◦ . The moment peaks observed are very
similar for the two models and the magnitude of the steady-state moment
coeﬃcient is slightly higher for the delta-wing model. The results for an
angle of attack suggest that the lift enhancement observed on the chevron
model is highly dependent on stall behaviour.
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Figure A.4: Lift coeﬃcient as a function of s∗ for an angle of attack of 45◦ for both
delta-wing and chevron models. The results observed are similar to those
presented in §4.1.1 for an angle of attack of 30◦ although with a less
prominent lift enhancement at steady-state, indicating that the largest
diﬀerences are present in the near-stall region.
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Figure A.5: Drag coeﬃcient as a function of s∗ for an angle of attack of 45◦ . The drag
coeﬃcient is nearly identical to the lift coeﬃcient presented previously at
the same angle, indicating that the measured chord-wise force component
has very little eﬀect on the overall force break-down. An angle of attack
of 45◦ results in similar contributions to the lift and drag for the platenormal force.
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Figure A.6: Pitching moment coeﬃcient about the quarter-chord as a function of s∗
for an angle of attack of 45◦ . Diﬀerences in both transient and steadystate response are minimal between the two models tested.
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Appendix B
Uncertainty estimation

B.1

Uncertainty in force measurements

As detailed by Figliola and Beasley (2011), the uncertainty associated with a measurement is comprised of two components, the bias error and the random error. In order
to reduce the bias error, approximately three seconds of force data was recorded prior
to the start of each motion. The average value over this period of time was subtracted
from the overall force measurements for each test run. Additionally, a bias correction
in the force measurement data acquisition software was applied prior to recording.
The random uncertainty of the direct force measurements presented in Section 4.1
was primarily due to the error associated with the sensor used. The resolution of the
force transducer used was 1/24N in the planar coordinates, and 1/8N in the direction
normal to the sensor. The uncertainty for a single measurement is taken to be half
of the smallest division. At steady-state, average values are calculated over a range
of two seconds with three runs for each set of parameters. The uncertainty in the
average value is deﬁned as:
σ
δ=√ ,
N

(B.1)
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where δ is the uncertainty in the average value, σ is the standard deviation, and N is
the number of data points used (Coleman and Steele 2009). This equation assumes
entirely independent samples which, given any oscillations in the steady-state data,
may not accurately describe the current measurement system. Given this equation,
the uncertainties calculated for the steady-state lift and drag coeﬃcients are on the
order of 10-4 for N = 6000 data points. This value is representative of the standard
deviation of the data; however, the true uncertainty in the measurement is expected
to be signiﬁcantly higher due to the partial dependence of samples (Figliola and
Beasley 2011). Oscillations in the steady-state data were found to be most prominent
at near-stall angles of attack and for the moment coeﬃcient in particular. This result
can be expected as the vortex shedding increases in this range of angles as displayed
by the stereo-PIV results.
Other uncertainties in force measurements include those related to the physical
set-up, primarily the angle of attack and some limited motion in the connection
points between components. The angle of attack was set to an estimated uncertainty
of ±0.2◦ and was measured in the test loading section with a digital level with a
resolution of 0.1◦ . As the pitching moment acts to hold the angle in place, the angle
of attack is not likely to change during each individual test under load. Over the
course of the study the force measurement system was found to be highly repeatable
and gave similar results for maintained testing conditions.

B.2

Uncertainty in stereo-PIV measurements

The error associated with any particle image velocimetry system can be considered
a sum of a number of elemental errors. The uncertainty in velocity as identiﬁed by
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Sciacchitano and Wieneke (2016) relies on the spatial resolution of the measurement
to determine the error in particle image displacement. This uncertainty includes the
ability of the measurement system to identify the centroid of the particle image and
thus, to identify the motion of the particle. The error is estimated as 0.1 pixels
divided by the mean particle displacement (Wieneke 2015).
The in-plane error is reduced for stereo-PIV when compared with planar-PIV and
the perspective error is eliminated due to the addition of a second camera (Prasad
2000). Additional uncertainties must be considered in stereoscopic particle image
velocimetry systems primarily related to the positioning of the cameras and components. The quantiﬁcation of stereo-PIV uncertainty is described by Bhattacharya et
al. (2017) who combine the eﬀects of individual errors including those resulting from
the dewarping of images to a planar grid and from the calibration. The error ratio,
er , deﬁned as the ratio of the out-of-plane error to the in-plane error for stereo-PIV,
is quantiﬁed as:
er =

1
,
tan α

(B.2)

where α is the angle between the camera axis and the z axis (Lawson and Wu 1997).
While the angle of the camera is of importance to the uncertainty, larger angles
present additional optical aberrations which decrease the quality of the measurements,
particularly near the borders of the ﬁeld of view. The uncertainty in vorticity and
circulation can be determined by error propagation. The uncertainty in circulation,
an integral quantity, is expected to be lower than that for the vorticity, a diﬀerential
quantity determined by a central-diﬀerencing method (Raﬀel et al. 2007).
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Appendix C
MATLAB Code Samples

C.1

Force measurement plots

clear all ; close all ; clc ;
set (0 , ' DefaultFigureUnits ' , ' Inches ' ) ;
set (0 , ' DefaultAxesUnits ' , ' Inches ' ) ;

c = 0.3;
U = 1.0; % velocity
D = 11.5; % distance travelled by carriage ( m )
T_s = 0.001; % sampling period ( s )
vis = 0.000001004; % kinematic viscosity of water at 20 deg C ( m ^2/ s )
alpha = [5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45];
area_delta = 0.09;
area_chevron = 0.07820989672; % from solidworks model
%% Computing average values
n = 3; % number of runs , 5 for initial test case , 3 for expanded
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avg = zeros (100000 , length ( a ) ) ;
for i = 1: length ( alpha )
data = zeros (L , n ) ;
fz = zeros (L ,1) ;
for j =1: n % number of runs
data_temp = xlsread ( sprintf ( ' delta_ % d_2 .0 _ %0.2 d . csv ' , alpha ( i )
,j ) ) ;
fz_temp = data_temp (: ,3) ;
fz_temp = - fz_temp ;
fz_temp = smoother200 ( fz_temp ) ;
[ fz_temp_mod , c_nospace (j , i ) ] = findstart ( fz_temp ) ;
% returns vector with aligned start
fz_temp = fz_temp (1: L ) ;
data (: , j ) = fz_temp ;
fz = fz + data (: , j ) ;
end
fz = fz / - n ;
avg ((1: length ( fz ) ) ,i ) = fz ;
end
%% Dimensionless distance vectors
s_accel = t_accel /2;
a =(1/( t_accel * c ) ) *( U ^2) ;
for i =1: length ( a )
accel_d = U ^2/(2* a ( i ) ) ;
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accel_t = U / a ( i ) ;
steady_d = D - (2* accel_d ) ;
steady_t = steady_d / U ;
t = steady_t + ( accel_t *2) ;
L_tot = round ( t / T_s ) ;
L_accel = accel_t / T_s ;
L_steady = steady_t / T_s ;
time_accel (1: L_accel ) = linspace (0 , accel_t , L_accel ) ;
distance_accel (1: L_accel ) = ( a ( i ) *(( time_accel ) .^2) ) ./2;
time_steady = linspace (( accel_t + T_s ) ,( accel_t + steady_t ) ,(
steady_t / T_s ) ) ;
distance_steady = linspace (( accel_d + ( steady_d / L_steady ) ) ,(
accel_d + steady_d ) , L_steady ) ;
time_decel (1: L_accel ) = linspace (( accel_t + steady_t + T_s ) ,t ,
L_accel ) ;
distance_decel (1: L_accel ) = accel_d + steady_d +(( a ( i ) *( time_accel
) .^2) ./2) ;
time_accel (: , i ) = horzcat ( time_accel , time_steady , time_decel ) ;
s_accel (: , i ) = horzcat ( distance_accel , distance_steady ,
distance_decel ) ;
end
%% Plot coefficients as a function of s *
alphad = [15 30 45];
alpha = alphad .*( pi /180) ;
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for i = 1: length ( alpha )
for j = 1:5
lift_delta (: ,i , j ) = avg1_delta (: ,3 ,i , j ) .* cos ( alpha ( i ) ) avg1_delta (: ,1 ,i , j ) .* sin ( alpha ( i ) ) ;
drag_delta (: ,i , j ) = avg1_delta (: ,3 ,i , j ) .* sin ( alpha ( i ) ) avg1_delta (: ,1 ,i , j ) .* sin ( alpha ( i ) ) ;
moment_delta (: ,i , j ) = (0.075.* avg1_delta (: ,3 ,i , j ) ) +
avg1_delta (: ,5 ,i , j ) ;
CL_delta (: ,i , j ) = lift_delta (: ,i , j ) ./(0.5*1000* area_delta * U
^2) ;
CD_delta (: ,i , j ) = drag_delta (: ,i , j ) ./(0.5*1000* area_delta * U
^2) ;
CM1_delta (: ,i , j ) = moment_delta (: ,i , j ) ./( c *0.5*1000*
area_delta * U ^2) ;
lift_chevron (: ,i , j ) = avg_chevron (: ,3 ,i , j ) .* cos ( alpha ( i ) ) avg_chevron (: ,1 ,i , j ) .* sin ( alpha ( i ) ) ;
drag_chevron (: ,i , j ) = avg_chevron (: ,3 ,i , j ) .* sin ( alpha ( i ) ) avg_chevron (: ,1 ,i , j ) .* sin ( alpha ( i ) ) ;
moment_chevron (: ,i , j ) = (0.075.* avg_chevron (: ,3 ,i , j ) ) +
avg_chevron (: ,5 ,i , j ) ;
CL_chevron (: ,i , j ) = lift_chevron (: ,i , j ) ./(0.5*1000*
area_chevron * U ^2) ;
CD_chevron (: ,i , j ) = drag_chevron (: ,i , j ) ./(0.5*1000*
area_chevron * U ^2) ;
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CM_chevron (: ,i , j ) = moment_chevron (: ,i , j ) ./( c *0.5*1000*
area_chevron * U ^2) ;
end
end
h (1) = plot ( s_accel (: ,(1:( L (1) ) / c ) , CD_delta ((1:( L (1) -1) ) ,2 ,1) )
hold on
grid on
h (2) = plot ( s_accel (: ,(1: L (2) ) / c ) , CD_delta ((1: L (2) ) ,2 ,2) )
h (3) = plot ( s_accel (: ,(1: L (3) ) / c ) , CD_delta ((1: L (3) ) ,2 ,3) )
h (4) = plot ( s_accel (: ,(1: L (4) ) / c ) , CD_delta ((1: L (4) ) ,2 ,4) )
h (5) = plot ( s_accel (: ,(1: L (5) ) / c ) , CD_delta ((1: L (5) ) ,2 ,5) )
h (6) = plot ( s_accel (: ,(1:( L (1) ) / c ) , CD_chevron ((1:( L (1) ) ,2 ,1) )
h (7) = plot ( s_accel (: ,(1: L (2) ) / c ) , CD_chevron ((1: L (2) ) ,2 ,2) )
h (8) = plot ( s_accel (: ,(1: L (3) ) / c ) , CD_chevron ((1: L (3) ) ,2 ,3) )
h (9) = plot ( s_accel (: ,(1: L (4) ) / c ) , CD_chevron ((1: L (4) ) ,2 ,4) )
h (10) = plot ( s_accel (: ,(1: L (5) ) / c ) , CD_chevron ((1: L (5) ) ,2 ,5) )
axis ([0 25 0 1.2])
%% Plot steady - state averages
% Load Data
load ( ' avg_delta . mat ' )
load ( ' avg_chevron . mat ' )
load ( ' avg_flex . mat ' )
load ( ' avg_nospace . mat ' )
for i = 1: length ( alpha )
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lift_delta (: , i ) = avg_delta (: ,3 , i ) .* cos ( alpha_delta ( i ) ) +
avg_delta (: ,1 , i ) .* sin ( alpha_delta ( i ) ) ;
drag_delta (: , i ) = avg_delta (: ,3 , i ) .* sin ( alpha_delta ( i ) ) avg_delta (: ,1 , i ) .* cos ( alpha_delta ( i ) ) ;
moment_delta (: , i ) = (0.075.* avg_delta (: ,3 , i ) ) + avg_delta (: ,5 , i ) ;
CL_delta (: , i ) = lift_delta (: , i ) ./(0.5*1000* area_delta * U ^2) ;
CD_delta (: , i ) = drag_delta (: , i ) ./(0.5*1000* area_delta * U ^2) ;
CM_delta (: , i ) = moment_delta (: , i ) ./( c *0.5*1000* area_delta * U ^2) ;
lift_chevron (: , i ) = avg_chevron (: ,3 , i ) .* cos ( alpha ( i ) ) +
avg_chevron (: ,1 , i ) .* sin ( alpha ( i ) ) ;
drag_chevron (: , i ) = avg_chevron (: ,3 , i ) .* sin ( alpha ( i ) ) avg_chevron (: ,1 , i ) .* cos ( alpha ( i ) ) ;
moment_chevron (: , i ) = (0.075.* avg_chevron (: ,3 , i ) ) + avg_chevron
(: ,5 , i ) ;
CL_chevron (: , i ) = lift_chevron (: , i ) ./(0.5*1000* area_support * U ^2) ;
CD_chevron (: , i ) = drag_chevron (: , i ) ./(0.5*1000* area_support * U ^2) ;
CM_chevron (: , i ) = moment_chevron (: , i ) ./( c *0.5*1000* area_support * U
^2) ;
end
% Calculate average vlues
idx_lb = find ( dim_s >18 ,1) ;
idx_ub = find ( dim_s >20 ,1) ;
for i =1: length ( alpha )
CL_avg_delta (: , i ) = mean ( CL_delta (( idx_lb : idx_ub ) ,i ) ) ;
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stderror (: , i ) = std (( CL_delta (( idx_lb : idx_ub ) ,i ) ) ) / sqrt ( length ((
CL_delta (( idx_lb : idx_ub ) ,i ) ) ) ) ;
CD_avg_delta (: , i ) = mean ( CD_delta (( idx_lb : idx_ub ) ,i ) ) ;
CM_avg_delta (: , i ) = mean ( CM_delta (( idx_lb : idx_ub ) ,i ) ) ;

CL_avg_chevron (: , i ) = mean ( CL_chevron (( idx_lb : idx_ub ) ,i ) ) ;
stderrorrig (: , i ) = std (( CL_chevron (( idx_lb : idx_ub ) ,i ) ) ) / sqrt (
length (( CL_chevron (( idx_lb : idx_ub ) ,i ) ) ) ) ;
CD_avg_chevron (: , i ) = mean ( CD_chevron (( idx_lb : idx_ub ) ,i ) ) ;
CM_avg_chevron (: , i ) = mean ( CM_chevron (( idx_lb : idx_ub ) ,i ) ) ;
end
fig = figure (1) ;
set ( fig , ' Position ' , [1 , 1 , 8.8 , 6.5] , ' visible ' , ' on ' , ' color ' , [1 1
1])
subplot (1 ,2 ,1 , ' Position ' ,[1.6 1.5 6.7 4.5])
plot ( alpha_d , CL_avg_delta , ' k -^ ' , ' MarkerFaceColor ' , ' k ' )
hold on
grid on
plot ( alpha_d , CL_avg_rigid , ' r - s ' , ' MarkerFaceColor ' , ' r ' )
% errorbar ( alpha_d_delta , CL_avg_delta , stderror )
% errorbar ( alpha_d , CL_avg_rigid , stderrorrig )
axis ([0 45 0 2])

C.2
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close all ; clear all ; clc

set (0 , ' DefaultFigureUnits ' , ' centimeters ' ) ;
set (0 , ' DefaultAxesUnits ' , ' centimeters ' ) ;
%

Adapted from Matt Marzanek : stereoProcess_V3 . m

% User inputs
U_inf = 1;
c = 300; % chord in mm
sampleRate = 2000;
Ts = 1/ sampleRate ;
mvie = ' True ' ;
alpha = -30;
Num =1200; % number of image pairs
load ( ' ensemble_delta15 . mat ' ) ; % import data for each test case
% Define a 3 - dimentional grid to plot data
x_idx = rawData {1 ,1}. data (: ,1) ; % define data indicies
y_idx = rawData {1 ,1}. data (: ,2) ;
imgSizeX = x_idx ( end ) + 1; % retrieve size of data set
imgSizeY = y_idx ( end ) + 1;
setLength = length (1: N : Num ) ; % build index of z - planes
planeIdx = 1: N : Num ;
D = Ts * Num * U_inf ;
Z = linspace (0 ,D , setLength ) ; % define Z - coordinates
% Define multi - dimentional

arrays for space
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% Reshape into 2 D arrays defined by image size
x = zeros ( imgSizeX , imgSizeY , setLength ) ;
xx = reshape ( rawData {1 ,1}. data (: ,3) ,[ imgSizeX , imgSizeY ]) ;
dx = (( max ( xx (: ,1) ) - min ( xx (: ,1) ) ) /1000) / imgSizeX ;
x_idx = reshape ( x_idx , [ imgSizeX , imgSizeY ]) ;
y = zeros ( imgSizeX , imgSizeY , setLength ) ;
yy = reshape ( rawData {1 ,1}. data (: ,4) ,[ imgSizeX , imgSizeY ]) ;
dy = (( max ( yy (1 ,:) ) - min ( yy (1 ,:) ) ) /1000) / imgSizeY ;
y_idx = reshape ( y_idx , [ imgSizeX , imgSizeY ]) ;
z = zeros ( imgSizeX , imgSizeY , setLength ) ;
% Define multi - dimensional arrays for velocity field
u = zeros ( imgSizeX , imgSizeY , setLength ) ;
v = zeros ( imgSizeX , imgSizeY , setLength ) ;
w = zeros ( imgSizeX , imgSizeY , setLength ) ;
magU = zeros ( imgSizeX , imgSizeY , setLength ) ;
Om_i = zeros ( imgSizeX , imgSizeY , setLength ) ;
Om_j = zeros ( imgSizeX , imgSizeY , setLength ) ;
Om_k = zeros ( imgSizeX , imgSizeY , setLength ) ;
magOm = zeros ( imgSizeX , imgSizeY , setLength ) ;
j = 1;
while j <= setLength
rIdx = planeIdx ( j ) ;
u (: ,: , j ) = reshape ( rawData {1 , rIdx }. data (: ,5) ,[ imgSizeX , imgSizeY
]) ;
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v (: ,: , j ) = reshape ( rawData {1 , rIdx }. data (: ,6) ,[ imgSizeX , imgSizeY
]) ;
w (: ,: , j ) = reshape ( rawData {1 , rIdx }. data (: ,7) ,[ imgSizeX , imgSizeY
]) ;
w (: ,: , j ) = w (: ,: , j ) + U_inf ;
magU (: ,: , j ) = ( u (: ,: , j ) .^2 + v (: ,: , j ) .^2 + w (: ,: , j ) .^2) .^0.5;
x (: ,: , j ) = xx ;
y (: ,: , j ) = yy ;
z (: ,: , j ) = Z ( j ) *1000;
xO (: ,:) = xx ' ./1000;
yO (: ,:) = yy ' ./1000;
uO = squeeze ( u (: ,: , j ) ) ' ;
vO = squeeze ( v (: ,: , j ) ) ' ;
Om_temp (: ,:) = curl ( xO , yO , uO , vO ) ;
Om_k (: ,: , j ) = Om_temp (: ,:) ' ;
j = j + 1;
end
% Calculate x and y vorticity
zzy = zeros ( imgSizeY , setLength ) ;
zzx = zeros ( imgSizeX , setLength ) ;
yyy = zeros ( imgSizeY , setLength ) ;
xxx = zeros ( imgSizeX , setLength ) ;
for k = 1: imgSizeY
yyy (k ,:) = yy (1 , k ) ./1000;
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zzy (k ,:) = Z ;
end

for k = 1: imgSizeX
xxx (k ,:) = xx (k ,1) ./1000;
zzx (k ,:) = Z ;
end

for m = 1: imgSizeX
Om_temp = curl ( yyy ' , zzy ' , squeeze ( v (m ,: ,:) ) ' , squeeze ( w (m ,: ,:) ) ' ) ;
Om_i (m ,: ,:) = Om_temp ' ;
end

for n = 1: imgSizeY
Om_temp = curl ( xxx ' , zzx ' , squeeze ( u (: ,n ,:) ) ' , squeeze ( w (: ,n ,:) ) ' ) ;
Om_j (: ,n ,:) = Om_temp ' ;
end
% Apply mask to pressure side of plate
for a = 1: imgSizeX
for b = 1: imgSizeY
for d = 1:1200
if ( y (a ,b , d ) ./ c ) > (0.55*( z (a ,b , d ) ./ c ) - 0.3)
Om_i (a ,b , d ) = NaN ;
Om_j (a ,b , d ) = NaN ;
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Om_k (a ,b , d ) = NaN ;
end
end
end
end
magOm (: ,: ,:) = ( Om_i (: ,: ,:) .^2 + Om_j (: ,: ,:) .^2 + Om_k (: ,: ,:) .^2)
.^0.5
% Smooth scalar data
j = 0;
while j < 4 % number of smoothing iterations
magU = smooth3 ( magU , ' box ' ,3) ;
Om_k = smooth3 ( Om_k , ' box ' ,3) ;
Om_j = smooth3 ( Om_j , ' box ' ,3) ;
Om_i = smooth3 ( Om_i , ' box ' ,3) ;
magOm = smooth3 ( magOm , ' box ' ,3) ;
j = j +1;
end
%% Planar Vorticity Contours
zCuts = 0.75; % location of desired plane
zc = [ find ( z (1 ,1 ,:) / c > zCuts ,1) ];
set ( fig , ' Position ' , [10 , 1 , 18 , 10] , ' visible ' , ' on ' , ' color ' , [1 1
1])
subplot (2 ,2 ,1 , ' Position ' ,[1.5 5.2 6.4 4.5]) ;
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contourf ( x (: ,: , zc (1) ) /c , - y (: ,: , zc (1) ) /c , Om_k (: ,: , zc (1) ) *( c /1000) /
U_inf , linspace ( -15 ,15 ,20) , ' LineStyle ' , ' none ' )
hold on
[ t1 , b1 ] = plotSlicedWingX ( alpha ,1 - zCuts ) ;
caxis ([ -12 12])
axis equal
axis ([ -0.85 0.85 -0.15 0.35])
colormap ( four_color_vort )
B = colorbar ;
set (B , ' Position ' , [0.88 .11 .0581 .8150])
%% Three - dimesional plots
% Import the deltawing . stl
% Import an STL mesh , returning a PATCH - compatible face - vertex
structure
fv = stlread ( ' delta15 . stl ' ) ; % stl file for each model
% Render delta - wing , plot isosurfaes
set ( fig , ' Position ' , [10 , 1 , 18 , 14] , ' visible ' , ' on ' , ' color ' , [1 1
1])
subplot (2 ,2 ,1 , ' Position ' ,[2 6.2 6.4 4.75])
hold off
set ( gca , ' fontsize ' ,12)
% Plot isosurface as transparent levels
omDirNorm (: ,: ,:) =

Om_k .*( c /1000) ./ U_inf ;

omLvl_neg = [ -7.5 , -5 , -2.5];
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omLvl_pos = [7.5 , 5 , 2.5];
uLvl = [0.1 , 0.3 , 0.5];
alp = [1 , .5 , .25];
threeD_Plot = 1;
for i = 1: length ( alp )
hold on
if threeD_Plot == 1
p ( i ) = patch ( isosurface ( x /c , y /c , z /c , omDirNorm , omLvl_N ( i ) ) ) ;
r ( i ) = patch ( isosurface ( x /c , y /c , z /c , omDirNorm , omLvl_P ( i ) ) ) ;
r ( i ) . FaceColor = [49/255 130/255 189/255];
p ( i ) . FaceColor = [222/255 45/255 38/255];
p ( i ) . EdgeColor = ' none ' ;
p ( i ) . FaceAlpha = alp ( i ) ;
r ( i ) . EdgeColor = ' none ' ;
r ( i ) . FaceAlpha = alp ( i ) ;

elseif threeD_Plot == 2
p ( i ) = patch ( isosurface ( x /c , y /c , z /c , magU / U_inf , uLvl ( i ) ) ) ;
p ( i ) . FaceColor = [117/255 107/255 177/255];
p ( i ) . EdgeColor = ' none ' ;
p ( i ) . FaceAlpha = alp ( i ) ;
end
end
% Plot model
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fv . vertices = fv . vertices / c ; % normalize model size
fv . vertices (: ,1) = fv . vertices (: ,1) -0.9967;
fv . vertices (: ,2) = fv . vertices (: ,2) -0.225;
fv . vertices (: ,3) = fv . vertices (: ,3) ;
q = patch ( fv , ' FaceColor ' ,[0.75 0.75 0.75] , ' EdgeColor ' , ' none ' , '
FaceLighting ' , ' flat ' , ' AmbientStrength ' ,0.4) ;
% Add a camera light , and tone down the specular highlighting
camlight ( ' headlight ' ) ;
material ( ' dull ' ) ;
% Fix the axes scaling , and set a nice view angle
% axis ( ' image ' ) ;
axis equal
camproj ( ' perspective ' )
cameratoolbar
cameratoolbar ( ' SetCoordSys ' , ' y ' )
camva (5.7844)
camup ([ -0.4036
campos ([13.0748

-0.8629
-9.5877

% camlight
lighting none
grid on
grdln = gca ;
grdln . GridLineStyle = ' -- ' ;
grdln . Layer = ' bottom ' ;

-0.3041])
10.8518])
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axis ([ -1 1 -0.3 0.3 0 2])
%% Calculate Circulation
for ii = 1: Num
omega_cut = Om_k (: ,: , ii ) ;
omega_ccw = omega_cut ;
omega_cw = omega_cut ;
omega_ccw ( omega_cut <0) = 0;
omega_cw ( omega_cut >0) = 0;
circ_cw ( ii ) = trapz ( trapz ( omega_cw ) ) *(( x (2 ,2 , ii ) /1000 - x (1 ,1 , ii )
/1000) ) ^2;
circ_ccw ( ii ) = trapz ( trapz ( omega_ccw ) ) *(( x (2 ,2 , ii ) /1000 - x (1 ,1 ,
ii ) /1000) ) ^2;
circ_tot ( ii ) = trapz ( trapz ( omega_cut ) ) *(( x (2 ,2 , ii ) /1000 - x (1 ,1 ,
ii ) /1000) ) ^2;
end
U = 1.0;
c = 0.3;
distance = linspace (0 ,0.6 ,1200) ;
dim_s = distance .*( U / c ) ;
plot ( dim_s ,( circ_ccw +( - circ_cw ) ./( U * c ) ) , ' r ' , ' linewidth ' ,2) ;

